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 So, on August 5, 2014, we have to face the new movies such as Vridej Postojna, Prijedire's and Yutaka Osada's all of you! So, what a pity to only see and add the movie premiere : "Hot Shot Basketball". "Hot Shot Basketball" was released to the cinemas of Indonesia on August 9, 2014. The movie will be opened in selected cinemas in Indonesia at Thursday, August 9. For more information, please
see below : Hot Shot Basketball movie trailer Hot Shot Basketball movie website Hot Shot Basketball movie synopsis "Hot Shot Basketball" is an action movie directed by Dimas Soentawana with the following plot : "Hot Shot Basketball" : Among the many indoor arenas, there is the best, the Samatbula. Its design is unique and is the kind of place you only have in Indonesia : the action, the large touch
screen, the real seats. The street basketball competitions that are common in the capital are an open secret in Indonesia, but the Samatbula is illegal. The match is not the point, the main reason is to make a profit by selling games tickets. The players of the district team are divided into two categories : the top players and the nins who need a chance to play. However, they are not the only ones who have

rights to be there, the seats are very limited. The team is finally admitted to the Samatbula but they have to pay. It's hard to make profit when it's so easy to fill the stadium. So, in order to become champions, the team has to work hard to make it happen. "Hot Shot Basketball" will be available on August 9 at cinemas, DVD, digital and VOD. Hot Shot Basketball movie reviews The press (Yay!) we
need it to start promoting our movies, especially after the success of the "Hot Shot Basketball". Also, the press is very good at talking about the movie without offering some details. For example, "Hot Shot Basketball" for the press is the audience member who is about to buy his ticket to the cinema to watch the movie. Thus, I'm very happy with this. The truth is that, the movie is not the best and a

real popcorn movie for your kids. "Hot Shot 82157476af
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